Park and Laine [1] have provided great insight into academic pursuits during GI training. As a GI trainee coming to the end of my PhD, I would like to add one additional dimension. As a UK-born doctor, my colleagues remained in the UK to undertake research training. However, I made the decision to go abroad, specifically Singapore, to complete my research pursuits. The explanation was simple. From a GI perspective I recognized as Westerners, we have a lot to learn from our Asian colleagues. We can recognize their vast ability in endoscopy with innovations in image enhancement and robotics originating in Asia. Yet we often fail to sometimes comprehend their abilities. They often do not follow Western guidance and while we produce guidelines upon guidelines, the outcomes in the East in many cases often overtake ours.
My research focus was on esophageal and gastric pathology and my mentor taught me the importance of simple lesion recognition. While I was eager to grab the scope, the focus initially remained simply on recognizing pathology, be it with white light, NBI or confocal-based tools. At the time, I questioned how this would benefit my training. But coming to the end I can recognize the value of this approach. I learnt focus and dedication, something that is most likely an element of culture. And it works.
Focusing on astute lesion recognition is often a function of focus as opposed to anything else.
My stint in Singapore allowed me to attend Asian-based conferences across Japan and Korea and learn the approaches in this part of the world and their thinking direction. Again often the reverse of the West with still optimum patient outcomes.
In life, we often hone in on particular areas. For me, it was London. The research elements at the time, however, were not of much interest. And I was concerned about undertaking a project simply for the London tag as opposed to anything else. My recommendations to readers out there-the world is your oyster!
